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DISTINGUISHED EDUCATOR SERIES

Margaret Early

What ever happened to...?
The 40th anniversary of The Reading

Early, Professor Emeritus of the
University of Florida and member of
the Reading Hall of Fame, has made
many professional contributions to
the field of literacy education,
particularly in the area of content

reading.

Teacher (January 1992 issue of RT)
pushed me into this remembrance of

things past. In preparing a small contribution
for that issue, I leafed through 40 volumes of

RT and found myself asking time and again:
What ever happened to so-and-so? Or what
ever became ofthat brave new scheme to revo

lutionize reading? Who today remembers the
Joplin Plan, the Right to Read program, Eve
lyn Wood, or i.t.a.?
I began to feel like Russell Baker, who

wrote in his September 3, 1991, New York
Times column of the dreadful loneliness of
"those ancients who remember Eagle Pass
[when surrounded by people] whose cultural
history began with Big Bird." To drive home
his point, Baker offered a quiz composed of
items like: "What were (a) Eagle Pass, (b) the
Lone Eagle, (c) the Blue Eagle, (d) the Black
Dahlia, (e) the Brown Bomber, (f) the Green
Hornet, (g) pink toothbrush?" (If you know
the answers, you, too, were probably growing

up along with Russell Baker.)
In many ways, RT records the cultural
history of our profession, reflecting what goes

on in classrooms and school board offices and

what concerns the public as well as the profes

sion. As the voice of reading specialists,

teachers, and teacher educators, RT, like the
annual IRA conventions, is a better source of
the cultural history of our field than are the re

search journals, handbooks, and encyclope
dias that record the profession's intellectual
history. I use this distinction between "cul
tural" and "intellectual" history to justify what
is going to be a personal reflection on 40 years

The "Distinguished Educator" series provides
prominent literacy educators an opportunity to
present their personal views on topics about
which they are recognized experts.
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Table 1
What ever happened to...?
Here's a quiz for reading teachers that will reveal your age and memory, or maybe it will qualify you as historian in
your local IRA council. There's no need to print the answers upside down at the end of the article. Either you'll know
them instantly, or you're into the New Generation?and then they don't matter anyway.

1. Who were (a) Dick and Jane, (b) Rudolf Flesch, (c) Mae Carden, (d) Sylvia Ashton Warner, and (e) William S.

Gray?

2. In fewer words than you'd need for a thesis, identify (a) First Grade Studies, (b) tachistoscope, (c) SMOG Index,
(d) Joplin Plan, and (e) Cone of Experience.
3. How long has this been going on? Or name the decade (20s to 80s) when reading teachers were first introduced
to (a) story grammar, (b) language experience, (c) considerate text, (d) miscue analysis, (e) listening capacity, (f)
real and vicarious experience, (g) back to the basics, (h) strephosymbolia, (i) survival literacy, (j) parents as read
ing partners, and (k) DISTAR.

4. Add another word or two to make a familiar phrase: (a) "The medium is the_," (b)_empow

erment, (c) invented_, (d)_in the Hat, (e)_blindness, and (f) behavioral

5. What do the letters stand for in (a) IRI, (b) CAI, (c) SQUIRT, (d) IGE, (e) i.t.a., and (f) DRL?

of reading. And in the tongue-in-cheek man
ner of Russell Baker, I offer a quiz in Table 1

that may reveal generation gaps among read
ing teachers. Borrowing from another corner

of the popular press, I've imitated in Table 2
the Lifestyle editors' compilation of what's in
and out of fashion.

These frivolous exercises entertained me

(and I hope they may amuse you), but they
also led me to more serious reflection. The
items are no more than names and labels and
as such only superficial indicators of change.

Yet they hint at characteristics of any new
field: the search for accurate terminology but

also the desire to coin a new phrase. They re
mind us, too, of the insecurities that drive
practitioners to adopt innovations in one dec
ade and forget them in the next. Perhaps a few
of these insecurities arise from teachers' lack
of knowledge, but many more are induced by

the glare of the public spotlight turned on
them by "overseers" who assume they know all
that needs to be known about the teaching of
reading. In short, instability in the lexicon of

reading instruction suggests the presence of
insecurity, not its cause. Of course, if name
recognition exercises can reveal generation
gaps in a not-so-venerable profession, an ex

planation may lie in the national amnesia
brought on, we are told, by the too-muchness
of mass communication.

Other inferences must be explored. Do
changes in the terms we use, the names we
cite, and the labels for programs and products

Table 2

What's out and in?
What's out What's in

integrated language arts whole l

reading readiness emergent

disadvantaged at risk
look/say automaticity

ability grouping cooperative learnin

informal inventories portfolio assessmen
DRL QAR
thematic units literature-based
curriculum

action research teacher researcher

corrective/remedial Reading Recovery

reveal changes in attitudes or in practices or
both? Do they reveal real shifts in thinking?
Can these tokens of our cultural history be
come a measure, however superficial, of the
growth of our profession?

These questions yield only to opinions
derived from observation, experience, and
"facts" assembled largely from statistical re

ports. Still, examining them, even at the level
of opinion sharing, can be a kind of self evalu
ation, which may be as salutary for the profes

sion as for individuals. Of course, I can't

pretend to examine the cultural history of
reading in this article, not even for the four

decades spanned by IRA and, coincidentally,
by my own time in the field. And looking
back is an empty exercise unless history helps
us to evaluate the present and give shape to the

future. Therefore, I will look at selected top
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ics across time by asking three questions:
What ever happened to...?, What is happen
ing to...?, and What do I hope will happen?
Before moving to these questions, how
ever, a few comments are in order on the vo

cabulary displayed in Tables 1 and 2. Some
shifts in language are the result of semantic
game playing, but many others are sympto
matic of important developments in how we
think about reading and, subsequently, in how

we teach reading. To be sure, I witness more
change in the 40 volumes of RT than I've en
countered in classrooms over the same dec
ades, but the language of reading is predictive

as well as descriptive. An example of positive
semantic change is the use of emergent liter
acy as a label for the period of language devel

opment that we used to refer to as reading

readiness. The new term is a constant re

minder to teachers that ability to read emerges

as part of a whole constellation of language
acts: listening, speaking, imaging, and writing

in all its manifestations (e.g., scribbling, dic
tating, encoding sounds as symbols, compos
ing). Similarly, literacy education seems to
me a welcome substitute for reading and lan
guage arts in naming college departments, for
instance, though I'm not quite ready for ILA,
the International Literacy Association.

Whole language, the label and the move
ment, is a compelling example of the power of
language and the relationship of the Word to
the Thing. Although most advocates of whole
language refuse to define it in terms of meth

ods or practice-referring to it instead as a

some explanation that the language arts and
skills are inextricably interrelated when we
use them and cannot be separated when we
teach them. At least a part of the success of
the whole language movement must be attrib

uted to the easy aptness of the phrase ?it
sounds good?and to the amorphousness of
the concept it represents. So long as whole
language means many things to many people,
the potential for development of the concept
and the reality, of the Word and the Thing, re
mains strong. The fact that the label itself hits

responsive chords is as responsible for the
success of the movement as the vitality of the
ideas it represents. How much snappier whole

language is than forerunners that imple

mented many of the same ideas: the language
experience approach, individualized reading,
the integrated day, the student-centered cur
riculum, and interrelated language arts.
Prepped by the media and by advertising,

Americans take easily to labels and slogans.
People are fond of the vaguely erudite term
especially when applied to problems where
knowledge of causes and solutions is limited:
for example, dyslexia, attention deficit disor
der, and dysfunctional family. Who today re

members strephosymbolia, which, to my
surprise, is defined in The Dictionary of Read

ing and Related Terms (Harris & Hodges,
1981) with one word: dyslexia? But the appeal

of Latin derivatives and nouns stitched to
gether with hyphens doesn't usually last long
among teachers, who prefer plain talk, or even
among professors, who are always ready to

philosophy, a dynamic system of beliefs, or a

substitute a new mix of roots and affixes to de

of language. The label whole language is at

scribe a familiar phenomenon. Not only do la
bels and slogans lose their appeal quickly in a
society that would be forever new, but so do
movements and programs and practices. You
don't have to review very many decades of
reading instruction before you find yourself
asking the question below-and then raising

way of thinking about teaching?things are
happening in classrooms that are enactments
of what teachers believe about the wholeness
tached to collections of practices or activities,

each collection unique to a particular teacher
and classroom, each occupying a different
spot on a wide continuum of instructional
strategies. The same could be said for labels
like traditional or basal reading program.
And characteristics of both traditional and
whole language approaches are found in class
rooms described as either one or the other,
demonstrating again the limitations of labels.

We can hardly do without labels, how

ever, given our frequent need to telegraph a
message. So we welcome a pithy phrase like
whole language to free us from the cumber

the more significant why?

What ever happened to...?
The Right to Read was launched in the
U.S. in 1969 as a national campaign to elimi
nate illiteracy in the next decade. Millions of
federal dollars funded this effort, which by

1974 had spawned 31 statewide programs

aimed at community- and school-based proj

ects. The rhetoric of national and state leaders
proclaimed that a nation that had landed astro
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nauts on the moon could surely teach all of its

children to read and could rescue 19 million

adults from the shackles of functional illiter

acy. But the decade ended without a declared
victory. Indeed, Gilbert Schiffman, who had
directed Right to Read, declared it a failure in

a Washington Post interview (Omang, 1982),
and by 1985, Jonathan Kozol was labeling 60

million Americans illiterate or semiliterate.

Given a decade to succeed, Right to Read
should have been a happy memory by the
1980s. What went wrong? From today's per
spective, it was doomed by its command con
trol ethic: Find out "what research tells the

teacher," deliver the message and packaged
materials through inservice training, and do it

quickly. Whether failure could have been

averted by engaging reading teachers more di
rectly from the beginning, as we aim to do to
day, is too simple a conjecture. Other factors

were operating. While the strongly remedial
intent of Right to Read might have bonded it to
other movements of the 1970s such as compe
tency-based education and hence strengthened
its chances, the attention of leaders in reading
was being diverted from remediation with its

emphasis on skills to psycholinguistic re

innovations like i.t.a.-the Initial Teaching
Alphabet. The idea was to make beginning
reading easier by adding a few more "letters"
to the alphabet to create a better match with

the 43 sounds of English. While i.t.a. didn't
exactly sweep the nation, it was greeted with

considerable enthusiasm in a decade when de

coding was seen as a requisite for making
meaning through reading. Many children
learned to read sentences like:

rhe mock turd sied deeply, and droo ihe back ov wun

flapper across his ies. hee Icokt at alis, and tried tco

(Downing, 1964)
And many of them then made successful tran
sitions to regular print. Research studies in the

United Kingdom, where i.t.a. originated, sup
ported the augmented alphabet as a leg up on
reading for many children, and in the United

States it was one of the approaches tested in
the First Grade Studies. In the real world of
schools, however, teachers decided that i.t.a.
was an unnecessary crutch, and it disappeared
without a trace.
For some of the same reasons, another in

novation-dialect readers-came and went.

search that sought understanding of processes
in language and thought.

Teachers questioned whether primers in black
English were necessary in the first place, wor
ried about the transition to standard written

school systems and state boards of education,
concern for Right to Read gave way to crises

readers are motivated to seek meaning.

Outside the universities, inside local

occasioned by the declining school population
and the assumed need for retrenchment. As a

program, Right to Read petered out, starved
for leadership and sufficient funding, while the
need for literacy became increasingly apparent

English, and decided that the match between
speech and print is of less significance when

That we should ask what ever happened
to Evelyn Wood, computer-assisted instruc

tion, or individually guided education
(IGE)-to make an arbitrary selection-re

teracy (choosing not to read when you can

flects shifts in our beliefs about the reading
process and, consequently, our views of "what
works" in reading instruction. Our enthusiasm
for skills emphases has waned, and so the in
novations just named have dropped out of the
spotlight, though they have not disappeared.
The desire to consume reams of print rapidly
still attracts clients to the Evelyn Wood Read
ing Dynamics Institutes, but IRA conventions

read) and on the goal to engage more children
in thinking critically about what they read.

Wood's defenders and detractors. Computer

in a postindustrial society with more poor
children and more immigrants than it has ever
known. The right to read remains, of course.

What has faded is the remedial emphasis,
shifted now to special education (Chali, 1992,

p. 387). In its place, reading educators focus
concern on the prevention of illiteracy and ali

Asking why a crusade like Right to Read
fails raises serious questions of leaders' (and
followers' ) moral commitment, to say nothing
of the ability to manage budgets and bureauc
racies and to mobilize the will and expertise of
teachers. Of a different order are the questions
surrounding the disappearance of instructional

no longer feature heated debates between
assisted instruction (CAI) survives in elec
tronic workbooks in many Chapter 1 class

rooms, and the needs that gave rise to

management systems and ability grouping still
fester, prompting teachers to take another look

when an old "innovation" appears with a new

label.
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A case in point is what's happening to as

sessment. The need to know how children are

doing persists-with teachers, with parents,
with the children themselves?but recently
gained knowledge of reading processes con
vinces us that standardized tests fail to mea
sure those processes accurately, wholly, or
diagnostically. Hence the search for new ways

to assess literacy, such as the examination of
accumulated reading performances in portfo
lio assessments and the sampling of responses

tary schools I visit. And I rejoice. I also
worry-betraying, no doubt, my own philo
sophical conflicts. The first worry is that in

viting children to learn through reading

without showing them how encourages stal

wart students to succeed on their own and per
mits the less accomplished students to grope,
to lose heart, and perhaps to bluff. Sometimes
even very good teachers lose sight of the non
learners when the active learners are turning
out dazzling projects and performances.

to extended reading. Some day we will ask

An excellent "whole language" teacher

perhaps, "What ever happened to standardized

whose fourth- and fifth-grade integrated class
room receives frequent visits tells me that she
includes in her assessment repertoire the end

reading tests?" And that speculation leads to
the more important next question, "What is
happening to...?" applied to another issue.

What is happening to...?

As one who has been more concerned

with how children read outside the reading
group or the directed lesson than within it, I
am both excited and concerned with what's
happening to reading in the content fields. Are

social studies textbooks being replaced by

units that invite children to read many works
of nonfiction as well as fiction as they pursue
knowledge of other times and places? Are they
sharing what they learn by writing more sto

ries, more factual accounts, more think

pieces? Are science textbooks being replaced
by experiential learning most of the time or
only now and then? Are children learning how

of-the-book tests for the basal program she

never uses just so that she can reassure her su
pervisors and be reassured herself. Of course,

as she grows (experientially!) in ability to as
sess both the processes and the products of 25
diverse learners, she'll depend less and less on
external measures to identify those in need.
In spite of this teacher's good example, I
go on worrying about "whole language" teach
ers who neglect the direct instruction still
needed by most children who are just learning
to assimilate new ideas through reading. The
teacher's problem is finding time for miniles
sons directed to small groups and individuals
rather than the whole class. It is unfortunate

that just as we are learning more effective
ways to teach strategies for study-type read
ing, we are being persuaded that literature?
mostly fiction, which calls for quite different

strategies and responses ?can satisfy many
curricular goals. Preparing children to learn

I go on worrying about "whole language"
teachers who neglect the direct
instruction still needed by most children
who are just learning to assimilate new
ideas through reading.

from informational texts, as they will have to
do sooner or later, is still a responsibility for
upper elementary and middle school teachers.
I fear it is receiving short shrift in many whole
language classrooms, at least at their current
stage of development.
If I worry about the neglect of study-type

reading, I worry still more that beyond pri
mary grades too few teachers are infusing the

content fields with whole language ap

proaches. From the early years of this century,

we have had shining examples of teachers in
to use books (including textbooks) as sources
of new information as well as means of orga
nizing what they already know or know par

tially?

I see literature-based curricula emerging
in a few classrooms in the "average" elemen

the upper grades who engage children in expe

riential learning; in wide reading around se
lected themes; and in sharing their learning
with others through writing, speaking, drama
tizing, and other forms of creative expression.
But they continue to be exceptions rather than
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the norm. Their colleagues have not yet fol
lowed them. Why not?

Before broaching that question in the fi

nal section, let me make clear that I would not

argue for any single model of teaching chil
dren how to use reading and writing in learn

ing content. For some teachers, content

textbooks are excellent springboards to this
goal. But decades of experience have shown
that children are more likely to develop as
thoughtful readers when they are pursuing

naturally view time constraints as their biggest

problem.

Time will always be a problem. It will get
worse as teachers take major roles in changing
school structures. For that is what the current

school reform movement is all about?teach
ers making decisions about how to structure
their schools to yield more quality time and

resources for learning and teaching. Can

teachers teach and at the same time play pow

content that interests them. When teachers be

gin with children's interests, they are likely to

develop methods and use materials that char

acterize whole language classrooms. Since
teachers know that motivation is all, why

aren't more of them rushing toward whole lan
guage approaches to content subjects?

What do I hope will happen?
We are progressing at a snail's pace to

ward our old goal of teaching reading in the
content subjects and toward our new goal of
whole language across the curriculum because

For reading teachers, an early decision
must be how to make sure their voices
are heard on issues of restructuring
while at the same time they continue to
work within the old structures to
improve children's chances to learn not
only content but the vital learning
processes of reading and writing.

we have focused on what, how, why, and

whom we teach and have ignored where. The
settings in which teachers struggle to imple
ment pedagogical principles they respect often
prove defeating. That the contexts of teaching
may be somewhat better in the earliest grades
where integrated classrooms still prevail may

be one reason why whole language practices
are easier to find in kindergarten through
Grade 2 than in upper grades where depart
mentalizing begins.

Lack of time is the reason most often cited

by teachers for failing to adopt a whole lan

guage perspective in content subjects, but
time is a dimension of setting. How much time
students and teachers have to pursue their in

terests depends on the structures they in
habit?not just the shapes of buildings and
classrooms?but on schedules, curricula, me
dia resources, planning time, and budgets.
Time is limited not by tangible structures
alone but also by intangibles like school cli
mates or ethos, group dynamics, school poli
tics, and leadership styles. The structure that
shapes so much else that goes on in schools is

grade placement-of children by chronologi
cal age, of curriculum by what we think stu
dents should learn each school year. Caught in

this rigid and outmoded structure, teachers

erful roles in restructuring their work places?

Yes, because they can use the tools of repre
sentative democracy, making their views
known through their elected spokespersons.
Yes, because they can engage in the same co
operative learning processes they are teaching
to students. Yes, because they are better edu
cated than ever before, not just in pedagogy,

but in subject matter and in the politics of
schooling.
What I hope will happen is that teachers,
teacher educators, researchers, school lead
ers, community representatives, and policy
makers in the nation and states will converge
on the big issue: improving the settings where

teaching and learning take place. What gives

me hope is that these forces have already
joined and are at work in many places: in indi

vidual schools from Maine to Arizona; in
school districts like Dade County, Florida,
and New York City's District 4; in networks

like the U.S. National Educational Associa

tion's Mastery in Learning project and the Na

tional Network for Educational Renewal, a
partnership of schools and universities in 14
different states. (For many examples of such
endeavors, see Lieberman, 1992, The Chang
ing Context of Teaching.) For reading teach
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